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Abstract

taking into account network dynamics, most importantly, on/offline behavior of peers and peers’ changing IP addresses.
Efficient route maintenance in DHTs is still an area of very
A number of approaches have been devised which can be
active research due to its complexity and multitude of aspects classified into proactive correction (PC) using periodic probing
to be considered. In this paper we propose novel correction- or heartbeats, e.g., [10, 17], and reactive mechanisms with the
on-failure (CoF) and correction-on-use (CoU) approaches that sub-categories correction on use (CoU), e.g., [1, 5], correction
support route maintenance more efficiently than existing meth- on failure (CoF), e.g,, [1], and correction on change (CoC),
ods even under highly dynamical network conditions. In con- e.g., [14] .
trast to previous work which addresses static resilience, we
A first contribution of this paper are novel CoF and CoU
apply the more realistic model of viewing changes in the net- approaches that adaptively support network maintenance unwork as a continuous Markovian process and demonstrate that der various conditions of network dynamics and query frethe system can reach a dynamic equilibrium in the presence quency, that are less efficiently supported by the existing apof continuous changes while remaining operational, efficient, proaches. We will give a qualitative comparison of the mainand scalable. We devise a generally applicable method for an- tenance problem space and the applicability of the different
alyzing the dynamic behavior of route maintenance and use categories of approaches.
it to proof the efficiency of our approach. The equilibrium
The practical usability of a DHT overlay critically depends
equations derived from the analytical model allow us to pre- on the efficiency of routing table maintenance. The problem
dict a system’s behavior over a wide range of parameters and boils down to maintaining a “sufficient” level of consistency
demonstrate its scalability. Simulation results additionally ver- while minimizing effort. Since a dynamically evolving DHT
ify our analytical results. Our approach also introduces the on top of a dynamically changing network is a complex dyprinciple of data independence into route maintenance which namical system, the goal is to arrive at a stable dynamic equiwe demonstrate to be achievable at low cost. This separation of librium for a variety of conditions while guaranteeing successconcern disentangles the overlay from the underlying network ful routing.
dynamics and is an important step towards semantic overlay
Existing maintenance approaches implicitly deal with route
networks as a basic constituent in distributed information man- maintenance and network dynamics as an exception, i.e., foagement. It specifically facilitates the application of the P2P cusing on stabilization after changes, e.g., [14, 17]. Some
paradigm in mobile ad-hoc networks, identity management, work on static resilience, studying the performance of searches
tracking of past interactions (e.g., for reputation management), during the stabilization process has also been done [7, 9, 13].
etc. which are of basic importance for overlay supported P2P We suggest to view changes in the network as a continuous dycommerce. Moreover, other domains, for example P2P based namic process instead. It is more important to analyze whether
publish/subscribe systems, will also benefit from this property the system reaches a dynamic equilibrium in the presence of
of our approach.
continuous changes in addition to looking at recovery and stabilization issues after isolated occurrences of changes.
Thus, a second contribution is a method for analyzing the
dynamic behavior of maintenance that we apply to our ap1 Introduction
proach, but which is of general applicability. We model overOverlay networks based on distributed hash tables (DHTs), for lay network maintenance as a Markovian process and deterexample, [1, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17], are based on the principle of mine its equilibrium equations. By solving them we can make
peers maintaining routing tables which facilitate the forward- predictions of the system behavior for a wide range of paraming of a query “closer” to a responsible peer until the query eters, in particular we demonstrate the scalability of the apcan be answered. The ways to partition the search space and proach. Simulation experiments confirm the accuracy of the
the routing methods may differ, but all DHT overlays depend models.
on the consistent maintenance of routing tables at each peer,
A third contribution is the application of the principle of
1
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data independence [8]. Our solution disentangles the overlay
structure from the dynamics of the underlying network (separation of concern). We achieve this by considering route maintenance as a subproblem of the more general identity management problem. Thus we can apply our approach not only to
route maintenance but also for tracking changes in the mapping. This is important as soon as information on the characteristics of specific peers is exploited for routing purposes,
such as their trustworthiness, QoS, or locality. For example, preferred routes (e.g., based on earlier observations of
the routing behavior) can be maintained even if peers change
their physical IP addresses or are unavailable for some periods. Approaches changing the logical IDs or restructuring
routing tables as a result of changes to the peers physical ID,
e.g., Chord [14], Pastry [10], would incur a loss of information. Separation of concerns is also of interest when constructing second-level overlays using a DHT as substrate (for application or optimization purposes). Then their maintenance
becomes independent of the physical network dynamics.
Even though our approach is self-referential, since we use
the overlay itself for keeping information used in route maintenance, we show that it is does not compromise efficiency
and is robust due to a self-healing capability while being completely decentralized and self-maintaining. The maintenance
effort grows gracefully with increasing network dynamics and
scales logarithmically with the network size.

hence has
possible routing tables. Like in the tree geometry [7] P-Grid can reduce the key-to-peer path distance by
at least one in the routing process, but in contrast to the conventional understanding of the tree geometry [7], P-Grid can
possibly resolve even more bits in one step due to longest prefix match [3]. In respect to routing flexibility as defined by
[7], P-Grid is more flexible than many other DHTs: Given a
particular choice of routing tables, if a peer receives a query
with bits unresolved, then with probability
, bits can be
locally resolved. Thus, apart from the one choice to resolve
all these bits, there are
more choices, and this happens
with probability
. Thus for unresolved bits, on an average
routing choices
are available, giving P-Grid greater flexibility than other tree
structured DHTs.
The expected number of steps is
when bits are unresolved in a balanced P-Grid, and bounded by
in the case of
a more general, unbalanced P-Grid [3]. Since multiple peers
can have the same path in the P-Grid search tree (replica subnetwork), there is also no need of the notion of special sequential neighbors for fault tolerance. Moreover, for each depth
of the tree, routing references are cached, chosen either randomly, or by some other local criteria, e.g., proximity, which
makes P-Grid even more flexible and resilient.

2 P-Grid overview

The primary functionality of any overlay is to provide a directory to efficiently index and retrieve information available at
the participating peers. We use the same functionality also to
consistently map a universally unique peer ID onto the peer’s
current IP address. The ID does not bear any semantics other
than mere identification and is constructed by applying a cryptographically secure hash function to some random data. Each
peer generates an ID locally once and each time it changes its
physical IP address, it inserts its current ID-IP mapping into
the overlay using the constant ID as the key. The routing tables
hold only logical IDs which in the routing process are mapped
onto physical addresses by querying a local cache for known
mappings. In case no correct mapping is found in the cache,
the peer queries the overlay. If a physical address is re-used
by a different peer this can be detected by a simple challengeresponse scheme with signatures. To prevent security attacks
we apply a PGP-like security model combined with a quorumbased query scheme. To keep the overlay self-contained we
store the mappings in the same overlay that depends on the
mappings for route maintenance. We will show in the following that despite this recursive dependency, it is in fact possible
to operate such a directory service efficiently as long as the rate
of routing entries turning stale, matches the rate at which they
can be repaired, i.e., we can achieve a dynamic equilibrium.
We will discuss two route maintenance strategies: With correction on failure (CoF) the directory is only queried if all
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We use P-Grid [1, 4] to analyze and verify the effectiveness of
our route maintenance approach. P-Grid realizes a distributed
search tree that is constructed by randomized interaction of
peers, and provides prefix-based search (including the capability of range queries) with
search costs. denotes
the total number of leaves in the P-Grid. Assuming an average replication factor of , the total peer population then
is
. The prefix (or key) a peer is responsible for
is called the peer’s path. The association of keys to peers
is performed dynamically and is independent of peer identifiers (unlike most contemporary DHTs). Multiple peers being responsible for the same leaf node form an unstructured
replica subnetwork. When two peers with the same path meet,
they may decide to become mutual replicas or split their key
space (extend their paths by complementary bits) determined
by load-balancing concerns [3]. In case of a split they reference each other at a new level in their routing tables. When
peers with different paths meet, they may exchange routing
references and reference each other. Unlike PRR [11] and its
derivatives like Tapestry [17], P-Grid’s search tree is not hierarchical (as considered to be the case for all tree structured
DHTs in the DHT routing geometry study [7]). Nevertheless,
in a P-Grid tree with leaves any node has the freedom of
choosing among
paths at a distance from itself, and
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routing entries at a certain level have become stale and thus
further routing is impossible; with correction on use (CoU) a
stale entry is repaired immediately by querying the directory,
which is similar to the approach proposed in [5]. Of course,
a query for a new mapping could again require further recursive queries due to other stale mappings. Our algorithm takes
this into account with acceptable overhead as discussed in Section 4. However, a positive side-effect of recursive queries is
that they implicitly lead to a self-healing effect due to the rectification of stale entries at the involved peers. A detailed presentation of the algorithms and protocols is given in [2].
An interesting observation is that recently a similar henand-egg problem has been shown to be feasible in the context
of overlays, where a Tapestry [17] overlay has been used to
transparently redirect legacy application traffic in presence of
network failures [16].

The model we analyze assumes that peers independently update their address with probability
(caused by join or rejoin) and issue queries with probability
. Since updates
necessarily imply the execution of a query to locate a node at
which the update is to be performed (and gossiped within its
replica sub-network), we assume that
. Thus
decouples the network dynamics from absolute time, and instead
represents it with respect to network usage (queries). The average availability of peers is already accounted for with the
parameter
.
The dynamic equilibrium equation for the eager strategy
(CoU) then is
.
The left hand side of the equation represents the number
of routing entries repaired because of a
fraction of
queries, each of which creates
recursive queries on
average. Each recursive query succeeds with probability
and fetches the latest ID-IP mapping for a routing entry and
repairs the entry provided the peer is online. During the same
period, some non-stale cached routing entries may be rendered
useless because of changes in the network, which is accounted
for in the right hand side of the equation. At the dynamic equilibrium, the overall number of changes should equal the overall number of repairs in the P2P network. In order to solve the
, , and
equations we derive further relationships among
, which we omit here for space limitations.
For the lazy approach (CoF) recursions are triggered when
routing entries are stale, and the remaining
are offline. Let
be the probability that of the entries in the routing table
are stale, in the whole network. Thus the dynamic equilibrium
equation is given by:
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We provide a summary of our findings in this section. Detailed
analysis and results are provided in [2].
The use of routing references at each level of a P-Grid
routing table implies storage costs of
at each
peer where
is the total peer population and is the replication factor. Additionally, in order to realize a self-contained
directory, ID-IP mapping for each peer is stored in replicas and incurs
memory in total, and hence
memory
per peer (independent of the network population). Whenever
a new peer joins, or an old peer rejoins with a changed IDIP mapping, insertion of the new mapping in P-Grid costs
messages for locating one replica, and
messages for gossiping it within the replica subnetwork.
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4.1 Dynamic equilibrium
Conventionally a DHT’s resilience against network dynamics is measured in terms of the latency of stabilization of the
overlay after such changes [14, 17], and the system’s static
resilience [7, 9, 13]. However, a more appropriate characteristic to study would be the overlay’s behavior while in a dynamic equilibrium, because of the continuous changes and repairs triggered from network dynamics, such that the system
has to continuously be self-repairing, rather than giving special
treatment to the recovery phase.
In the analysis below we use the following notations:
denotes the probability of peers being online;
defines the
probability that a randomly selected entry of a routing table is
stale; defines the probability of failure of a recursive query;
is the number of leaves; is the number of references for
the other half of the subtree in P-Grid routing tables for each
depth; and
is the expected number of queries created per
original query in the network, including the original query and
its recursive children queries.
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4 Overheads of overlays
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The left hand side of the equation is the inflow into state
from as well as from
because of partial
repairs. The right hand side is the outflow from
. The outflow is caused by two factors: The first is because additional
entries turn stale; the second occurs whenever recursions are
initiated and at least one cached entry is repaired.
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4.2 Results
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We provide some indicative results and refer the reader to [2]
for a comprehensive discussion. Figure 1 shows
(the probability that all entries for any depth are stale) against
for
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CoF and a balanced P-Grid for various network populations,
and compares the analytical prediction with simulation observations (for R=8 and r=4, and varying N). The analytical result
matches well with the simulation results once the network population is moderately high (N=256 onward), which is expected
because the assumed independence property and the statistical
properties derived hold only for larger network sizes.

continuously, and instead lets inconsistencies accumulate before repairing them all.
Msg
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While the use of recursion (CoF and CoU) almost eliminates failures tolerating even very low
values and mod), the incurred effort
erately high network dynamics (high
may be too high in a real network. In Figure 4 we thus provide
contour maps for CoF corresponding to
values, with
on the X-axis and
on the Y-axis. The interpretation of the
plot is that if a system (participating peers) is willing to incur
an
fold increase of effort per query with respect to the
ideal case (
and
), then the network will operate for all
,
combinations below the curve. If
Figure 1: Correctness of analysis
effort is considered too high, then the system operates above
the curves with a non-zero failure probability which increases
Figure 2 shows the variation of overhead
with the vari- with the distance from the curve. Figure 4 thus captures two
ation of
for various values of
for CoF. We observe that important trade-offs in the system. The first trade-off is that of
the mechanism is robust for a very broad range of
val- efficiency versus probabilistic success guarantees of queries.
ues, for any given degree of dynamics determined by
, with The second trade-off is the system’s resilience against the two
marginal increase in cost.
“demons” of the network, the network dynamics
versus
average unavailability of peers in the network (
), which
Nrec
Overhead with varying p_on
in combination determine the network reliability.
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Figure 3 shows the overhead in terms of messages
(
) for the lazy and eager mechanisms for a wide
range of network environments with variation of
and a
fixed
. We observe that with very poor network reliability (low
and high
), CoU performs better than CoF.
This is so because with CoF we allow unusable routing tables
to accumulate, such that there is a thresholding behavior, and
the network performance rapidly deteriorates beyond it. On
the other hand, when network reliability is better, CoF performance is better because it does not put effort in maintenance

NO7P

4.3 Qualitative assessment of self-maintenance
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The self-maintenance mechanism proposed in this paper is
considerably different from other route maintenance schemes
in two respects: (1) Our proposal is the first one to apply a
self-contained directory and (2) we explicitly model and address two sources of unreliability of the network, the dynamics
4
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of the underlying network ( ), and the average peer unavailability (
), and demonstrate that the self-contained directory may be used to heal the stale routing entries. Moreover,
nodes joining, rejoining or leaving the network do not affect
the structure of the network (key-to-peer associations do not
change) even if query forwarding paths change and adapt to
changes in the network topology.
The need for self-maintenance of routing tables is advocated
and its incurred costs are evaluated in [10, 14]. The simple
and effective probing mechanism of [10] is a PC mechanism
which is very inefficient if there are infrequent changes. In
comparison, CoC which is used in Chord (for node insertions)
is a pragmatic downright reactive mechanism. CoC exploits
the fact that if there are no changes, there is no need for corrections. CoC approaches devote their effort uniformly to one
and all changes in the network. Ideally, however, the effort of
maintenance should be proportional to the utility of that part
of the network, which calls for a reactive mechanism like CoU
which initiates maintenance only if a reference is indeed required but stale. CoF is even more pragmatic since it relies on
the overlay’s routing redundancy (similar to [16]) and hence
resilience of the overlay, such that as long as a query may be
answered, albeit with increased latency and effort (as shown in
Figures 2 and 4), no repair is done. However, CoF needs some
mechanism to rediscover usable routing entries, for which we
can use the self-contained directory. Further study is required
to see if such degree of laziness can be affordable even without
the use of a self-contained directory. While CoF has the least
overhead, and typically acceptable latency for a wide range of
network reliability conditions, it is unsuitable in an environment where network reliability and query frequency are very
low. This is because, by allowing unusable entries to accumulate by not repairing them (unlike CoU) as long as there is
no failure, CoF allows the network to reach a “point of no return.” Intuitively, there is a phase transition, and the network
gets totally disconnected. Percolation theoretic analysis (similar to observations in mobile ad-hoc networks [6]) to determine
the exact point of such a transition is still an open issue, and
a quantitative comparison of all the existing self-maintenance
mechanisms is part of our ongoing work. In the meanwhile,
we provide an informal taxonomy of the overlay maintenance
mechanisms in Figure 5.
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From Figure 5 and the discussion above we conclude that
none of the existing approaches is suitable for all network
conditions and usage patterns. Hence hybrid mechanisms are
required. The self-tuning mechanism in [10] is an example
where the probing period of PC is adapted based on the change
rate, thus realizing aspects of CoC. However, neither PC nor
CoC exploit the fact that maintenance is needed for only what
is used, and incur higher overheads. Thus hybrid CoU/CoF
route maintenance mechanisms with self-tuning (when to start
with repairs) are promising candidates. Such hybrid mechanisms would require only minor modification of our present
algorithms and implementation. However, it is even more interesting to determine the optimal choice, which requires a detailed study of the phase transition process.

5 Conclusions
Efficient route maintenance in DHTs is still an area of very
active research due to its complexity and multitude of aspects
to be considered. In this paper we have proposed novel CoF
and CoU approaches that support route maintenance more efficiently than existing methods even under highly dynamical
network conditions. Our approach also introduces the principle of data independence into route maintenance which we
demonstrate to be achievable at low cost. This separation of
concern disentangles the overlay from the underlying network
dynamics and is an important step towards semantic overlay
networks as a basic constituent in distributed information management. It specifically facilitates the application of the P2P
paradigm in mobile ad-hoc networks, identity management,
tracking of past interactions (e.g., for reputation management),
etc. which are of basic importance for overlay supported P2P
commerce. Moreover, other domains, for example P2P based
publish/subscribe systems, will also benefit from this property
of our approach.
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